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Mecalux Slotted Angle has been designed to meet all storage

needs in industry, workshops, warehouses, shops, etc.

This shelving system covers all criteria, from long term planned

requirements to the most urgent demands where a rapid turn

around is necessary. The loading capacity varies from light to

heavy duty.

Dismantling Slotted Angle shelving can be achieved with ease

allowing the system to be extended in width and height. This

feature together with its easy installation –requiring no specia-

list tools– makes the Mecalux Slotted Angle system ideal for

manual warehousing. The system can be further extended by

adding decking or gangways accessed by pre-assembled stair-

cases to meet the growing and changing needs of the business.

Profiles

Vigorous studies have been carried out on the Mecalux Slotted

Angle system to determine the selection process of raw mate-

rial and the distribution of the slots. A variation of profiles has

been manufactured for different loads.

The pitch between slots is 25 mm.

Shelves

The shelves used are manufactured in cold-rolled steel plate of

the highest quality and finished with paint set at high tempe-

ratures. Its different sizes allow various combinations that make

the shelving adaptable to a wide variety of products.

Accessories

Mecalux has a complete range of accessories available to

adapt to your specific needs.
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1) Angle bar
2) MS  shelf
3) Metal footplate
4) Corner plate
5) M8 bolt
6) Plastic footplate1
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Examples of Slotted Angle and shelves assembly
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e-mail: info@mecalux.com   /   www.mecalux.com

HEAD OFFICE - MECALUX, SA
Silici, 1  
08940 Cornellà de Llobregat  
Barcelona (SPAIN)
Tel. + 34 932 616 913 - Fax + 34 932 632 682
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